


 
English: 
 
Fi$y years: for an early music ensemble, this period of 8me can be considered almost biblical. 
 
For an early music ensemble, this period of 8me can be considered a biblical age, for it is not 
much longer than that since the emergence of historical performance prac8ce. And how many 
groups were not founded in those years - and disappeared from the scene again a$er a short 
8me? 
 
So when the Flemish Huelgas Ensemble under its founder and director Paul Van Nevel 
celebrates its 50th birthday this year, we can only congratulate it warmly: On the fact that this 
group s8ll exists, that Van Nevel s8cks to his repertoire, and that nothing has changed in his 
pursuit of perfec8on since 8me immemorial. "The beauty of the music we make is congruent 
with its perfec8on," explains Van Nevel, who celebrated his 75th birthday in February, 
referring to the intona8on of a performance: "If it's perfect, it's beau8ful.” 
 
 
This quest began in 1971 when he founded a four-member ensemble for contemporary music, 
which he named a$er the Spanish monastery Las Huelgas with its fascina8ng musical 
manuscripts. The name remained - the instrumenta8on and repertoire soon changed: 
although Huelgas s8ll occasionally performs new music, and has worked with symphony 
orchestras such as the Concertgebouw Orchestra Amsterdam, it is primarily regarded as one 
of the benchmark groups for the interpreta8on of vocal polyphony from the Middle Ages to 
the late Renaissance: Franco-Flemish, but also the polyphony of many other countries and 
regions, from Dufay to Lassus, from Josquin to Simone de Bonefont. 
 
The ensemble has recorded (and occasionally played; some8mes instruments are involved) 
over 100 CDs, instruments are also some8mes involved), and has given countless concerts on 
the most important stages and fes8vals all over the world. The carefully selected singers must 
not only have perfectly focused voices, but also an excellent ear and a talent for pronouncing 
a wide variety of languages. And Paul Van Nevel himself spends a lot of 8me in libraries, 
digging up forgo^en repertoire or comparing known repertoire with sources. For some years 
now, he has no longer been compiling modern scores for his singers, but - as was the custom 
in his day - voices. This is quite a challenge, for example, with the isorhythmic motets of a 
Dufay, even for the early music-trained singers of our day. But, says Van Nevel: "A good 
musician must be a 8ghtrope walker - but unfortunately too many musicians have the rope 
on the ground". A musician who does not dare to take a risk is out of place with him. 
 
An important merit of Huelgas, however, is the influence that his - in the 1970s completely 
new - sound idea had on other choirs and even orchestras. Today, almost every vocal 
forma8on, every oratorio, radio or church choir, orients its Renaissance repertoire on this lean, 
focused and pure sound. 
 
Howard Arman, conductor of the BR Choir, for example, also has a few CDs by the Huelgas 
Ensemble in his cupboard, he says. I invited the ensemble to the Tage Alter Musik Innsbruck 
when I was there, and I associate their work with, among other things, the opening up of a 



very large, broad and o$en unknown repertoire, and an unusually appealing approach to 
music, an unusually appealing use of instrumental colours". He himself is pleased with the 
open-mindedness of his singers, but: "Bringing Renaissance music - that's a broad term - closer 
to a radio choir means above all dealing with a way of thinking, not only in a musical sense, 
that is far removed from our own. And Huelgas has certainly contributed to this confronta8on 
with many choirs and singers.” 
 
Many forgo^en composers were brought to the a^en8on of the music world through Huelgas, 
and many ensembles were founded on this model. Van Nevel is happy about this, of course, 
but he regrets: "I find that today's performers sing the notes very well, but increasingly lack 
the depth: the search for what the composer actually wanted to say with the music. It is s8ll 
rather unusual for ensemble leaders to deal with the sources, the manuscripts themselves, to 
make their own transcrip8ons; but every transcrip8on is already an interpreta8on. "When I 
hear a performance, I can immediately tell from which transcrip8on it was sung. That's why 
it's not necessarily bad - it's just that there's a lack of depth in the search for what's possible 
with all this incredible repertoire". 
 
That is why he is not yet thinking of re8rement. There is simply too much good music s8ll 
wai8ng to be discovered, he admits with a smile. But has there ever been a composer in the 
past fi$y years whom he now considers a waste of 8me? "Oh, sure," says the cheerful Fleming 
laconically. "But since it was a waste of 8me, thank God I forgot about it!" 


